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Warmer with a high
near 84.

New camps

Search over?

Gov. Jim Edgar announces
plans from prison camps.

Baseball job offered to
former Ole Miss assistant.
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Steady climb
Future becoming bright
Midwest job-seekers
By KAREN WOLDEN
Sta wr ter

New ob seekers in the
Midwest including Eastern
students will be some of the
greatest benefactors of an
increasingly open ob market
a recent survey showed
According to a study conducted by the Collegiate Employment Research Institute
at Michigan State University
employers hired 2 2 percent
more new college graduates
than last year an increase of
about 22 000 graduates
This breaks a string of consecutive decreases dating back
to 1989
The study also matches a
Milwaukee-based firm s findings that said 26 percent of
15 000 businesses plan to hire
more workers In that survey
10 percent planned ob cuts
61 percent expect no change
and 3 percent are uncertain
“The pendulum is beginning to swing in a positive
direction for ob oppor-

tunities ”
said Patrick
Scheetz
director of
the Collegiate Employment
Research
Institute
which conducted the
IN OUR LIVES M i c h i g a n
State study
“However we shouldn t get
dramatically optimistic because we have a long recovery
ahead to dig our way out of
the ob losses of the past four
years ” Scheetz said by phone
from East Lansing Mich
The slight upswing this
year follows a decline of 2 1
percent in 1992-1993 10 percent in 1991-1992 9 8 percent
in 1990-1991 and 13 3 percent in 1989-1990 according
to the report
Scheetz said the demand for
graduates was fairly even
across the country but slightly
• See STEADY Page 2

Careers

Officials look
to curb alcohol
By SAM McKEE
and ADAM McHUGH
Sta wr ters

University officials say they
are left looking for ways to
curb alcohol abuse with
Charleston s bar entry age
now 21 and a number of unsupervised house parties sprouting up all over town
When Eastern President
David Jorns presented the university s Strategic Plan to students faculty and staff Thursday he pointed out student
alcohol abuse should be greatly reduced
Jorns said he views the
heavy focus on drinking by college students as a “kind of an
adolescent preoccupation ”
“When you re young it can
be a ritual or rite of passage
that people go through ” Jorns
said “But as you get a little
older alcohol consumption
drops off dramatically”
Jorns said the key to reducing alcohol abuse and underage drinking lies in making
Eastern s night life more
appealing to students
“We would like to see all
aspects of the university community committed to making

the university as interesting a
place as it can be ” Jorns said
Earlier this year the university planned to build a campus
coffeehouse as a bar alternative However the plan flopped
when the only interested party
did not submit a contracting
bid
“Right now we really don t
have anything in the works ”
Jorns said of bar alternatives
“But I am making it a priority
to talk with several officials to
see what we can do ”
Lynette Drake coordinator
of the Office of Orientation Alcohol AIDS and Drug
Information said alternatives
must exist to counter the
national trend of binge drinking by college students
A May 1993 survey conducted by the U S Office of Measurement Service reported
that 89 percent of Eastern s
underage students use alcohol
regularly
The study also reported that
70 percent of students binge
drink (have five or more
drinks at one sitting within
two weeks)
One eye-opening survey
† See OFFICIALS Page 2

ELISSA BROADHURST/Assoc photo ed tor

Rush
M ke Wa ker a sen or zoo ogy ma or and Rob Shrader a un or ndustr a techno ogy ma or t e
the ast rope wh e sett ng up a tent n front of the Kappa De ta Rho fratern ty house Monday

Historic debate to be televised
By CHRIS SUNDHEIM
Sen or reporter

Final preparation is under
way for a nationally televised
re-enactment of the historic
debate between Abraham
Lincoln and Stephen Douglas
at the Coles County Fairgrounds next month organizers said
Charleston tourism officials
are finalizing details for the
fourth of seven re-enactments
taking place across the state

that attempt to recreate the
debates during the 1858 race
for the U S Senate C-SPAN is
covering the events live and
plans a six-hour broadcast
from Charleston on Sept 18
“Now is when we re really
getting down to the nitty-gritty ” said city tourism director
Janet Messenger “It s really
starting to come together and
the interest is building up ”
The debate billed as the
centerpiece of this year s
Communityfest celebration on

the Charleston Square will
include roughly 200 costumed
participants
The two men portraying the
candidates will speak from a
recreated 19th century platform reading from a text of
the original debate
Lincoln will be played by
B F McClerren an Eastern
speech communications professor while Douglas will be portrayed by Russel Brazzel of the
music department at Millikin
♠ See HISTORIC Page 2
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FROM PAGE ONE
Steady
• From Page 1
higher in southeastern and
north central states including
Illinois and Indiana
At Eastern ob placement
rates seem to be following the
same positive trend according
to Shirley Stewart director of
Student Services and Career
Planning and Placement
For the past seven years
between 82 and 85 percent of
students registered in the obplacement program through
the Planning and Placement
Center have been placed with
obs in their field Stewart
said
Other information from the
report was
•ˇ20Nearly 16 percent of
pro ected openings need to be
filled Openings include obs
in engineering nursing sales
and marketing retail management trainees accounting and
state law enforcement
•ˇ20Academic ma ors in
greatest demand during 19931994 were business administration accounting mechani-

Improving job market
An increase of 22,000 students
placed in jobs this year
■ The s udy a so ma ches a
M waukee based m s nd ngs ha
sa d 26 pe cen o 15 000 bus ness
es p an o h e mo e wo ke s
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Sou ce Co eg a e Emp oymen Resea ch ns u e a M ch gan S a e Un ve s y

cal and electrical engineering
computer science marketing
hotel and restaurant management chemistry and nursing
Ebrahim Karbassioon
Eastern economic professor

said recent economic expansion is responsible for the
increase in ob placement
“There was a slow down in
growth in the late 80s and the
pick up began in 1992 ”

Karbassioon said “This is a
reaction to what happened in
the late 80s
“It seems at this point
when there is gradual economic growth an (in crease in
ob placement rate) will continue at least for a while ” he
added
The Michigan State report
to which 184 business industry and government employers across the nation responded supplemented a fall survey
in which 618 employers were
interviewed
The previous survey proected a 1 1 percent increase
marking the first increase of
hiring intentions in five years
Although the ob outlook
has brightened Scheetz said
stiff competition in the ob
market should be expected for
the next six months since economic growth is slow
He also said corporate
restructuring and downsizing
are continuing so there is a
chance employers can only
retain new hires for a short
period of time

Officials
† From Page 1
statistic that alarms Jorns and Drake is
the fact Eastern has more students who
consume three or more drinks per week
than the national average
The survey concluded that 42 percent

of Eastern students drink three times a
week or more with the reference group
at a 23 percent clip
“For some reason when a person goes
away to college it s considered normal to
binge drink ” Drake said
Drake added the raised bar-entry age

should cause a migration from the bars
to house parties
“There have been some big house parties but we have those at the beginning
of every year ” Drake said “Whether or
not they will continue remains to be
seen ”

Historical
♠ From Page 1
University in Decatur
Historians view the LincolnDouglas debates as a pivotal
point in pre-Civil War politics
Many of the divisive issues the
two men discussed would
shortly become the most contentious questions surround-

ing slavery and states rights
Organizers are striving to
make the debate as historically accurate as possible The
platform will be decorated in
period fashion and the speakers will arrive by horse and
buggy U S Rep Glenn
Poshard D-Carterville will
introduce McClerren while

Eastern President David Jorns
will introduce Brazzel
The event will be free and
open to the public but non-costumed observers will stand offcamera Messenger said
The debate day will begin at
7 30 a m on the fairgrounds
with a period church service
Authentic 1850s music will be

played throughout the day
C-SPAN s coverage will
begin at noon The debate will
last three hours from 2 to 5
p m with live call-in segments
before and after the re-enactors speak Messenger said CSPAN Chairman and CEO
Brian Lamb will field questions

Ark flies
through
Centralia
CENTRALIA (AP) –
The Rev Rohn Peterson
like Noah of Biblical
fame dreamed of a huge
animal-laden ark cruising
for the Promised Land
But Peterson s boat is
10 stories high floats
thousands of feet in the
air and could be coming
soon to a park near you
It s “Arky an elaborate
hot-air balloon the
Baptist minister hopes
will inspire humanity –
and maybe a line of toys
games and cartoon shows
to reimburse him and
investors
Peterson is a gregarious mountain of a man
who feels as comfortable
in a board room as he
does behind a pulpit
“It s a delicate line I
guess we re trying to walk
here between being financially successful and yet
maintaining some kind of
moral and ethical moorings and commitments
Peterson said “Maybe I m
still naive enough to
think I can do both
What some might consider a dichotomy – a
man of the cloth angling
for corporate sponsors –
Peterson sees as a natural extension of his ministry
One thing is clear
Peterson a vice president
of Hudelson Baptist
Childrens Home since
1990 is an entrepreneur
He convinced 20 investors
to buy shares in Arky at
$10 000 a pop and they
sold out within two
weeks He also is negotiating to market a line of
Arky toys and books
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Top 40 Country Video Night
Join Us For Line Dancing Tonight (Free Instruction 8 11)
All You Can Eat Salad & Pasta Bar $495 from 11-2

Lunch

Barbeque Ribs $450
Stix Burger $350

Dinner

Chicken or Steak
Fajitas $550

Dr nk Spec a s: 20 oz. M er L te $125
Neve a Cove - Poo $1 25 - Ba & Poo Age 21
Open En y n o Res au an un 9 00
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Congratulations
to the Men of

ΔΧ

for its outstanding achievements at the
1994 International Convention
• National Award of Excellence
• National Certificate of Achievement
• Outstanding Campus Leadership
• Outstanding Community Service Program
• Outstanding Chapter Secretary
• Outstanding Chapter Advisor
• Outstanding Alumni Board of Trustees
• Outstanding Alumni Newsletter
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Few problems
at registration
By KRISTEN
STEPHENS
Staff writer

Students and university officials agreed
that despite this year’s
change in scheduling,
few problems occurred
at last week’s student
registration and textbook rental lines.
In previous years,
Eastern began its first
day of fall semester on
a Wednesday. This
year, with classes shifted to a Monday, an
influx of students
flocked to textball
rental before classes
started.
“Opening on Monday
left a lot of questions
unanswered,” said Dan
Klingenberg, director of
the Textbook Rental
Service. “We didn’t
know what to expect.”

Registration officials
also thought that ID
validation and schedule
pick-ups were unaffected by the change.
“It’s probably due to
the fact that the students planned and
registered early,” said
Michael Taylor, director
of registration. “I’d also
like to think that our
planning had something to do with it.”
Some students said
they experienced few
problems at the registration and textbook
rental lines.
“I got through the
textbook line pretty
quickly too, which was
a first for me,” said
Beverly Studzinski, a
junior speech communications major. “Especially with my last
name beginning with
`S’.”

DEE ANN VILLECCO/Photo editor

If I had a hammer
John Morton of the Physical Plant’s carpentry department talks to a co-worker before finishing the frame
of a storage building behind the art department Monday afternoon.

Fourteen minors arrested on alcohol-related charges
Fourteen minors were arrested during the past week
on alcohol related charges.
Ryan L. Pope, 18, and Richard W. Cygan, 18, both of Carman Hall, were arrested at
2:42 a.m. Sunday along the
2100 block of Ninth Street on
charges of public possession of
alcohol and purchase or
acceptance of alcohol by a
minor.

Police
BLOTTER
Ryan P. Burris, 18, of
Thomas Hall, was arrested at
12:40 a.m. Sunday at the corner of Ninth Street and
Arthur Avenue on charges of
public possession of alcohol

and purchase or acceptance of
alcohol by a minor.
Nathan L. Lammers, 18,
and Travis J. Lewis, 17, both
of Carman Hall, were arrested at 11:48 p.m. Friday at the
corner of 10th Street and
Hayes Avenue on charges of
public possession of alcohol
and the purchase or acceptance of alcohol by a minor.
Colleen M. Gray, 18, and

James E. Connolly, 19, both of
Carman Hall and Michael J.
Griffin, 19, Michael A. Donnelly, 20, Michael J. Scarriott,
19, Matthew C. Barkmeier,
19, and James M. Baier, 19,
all of 1509 Second St. Apt.
201 were arrested at 11:57
p.m. Thursday at 1509 Second
St. Apt. 201 on charges of
minor possession of alcohol
and purchase or acceptance of

alcohol by a minor.
Thomas Z. Belton, 19, of
Indianola, and James L.
Price, 18, of Gilman, were
arrested on Saturday at 10:49
p.m. at the corner of Sixth
Street and Taylor Avenue on
charges of possession and consumption of alcohol by a
minor.
— Staff report

ΛΧΑ

ΛΧΑ

The Men of Lambda Chi Alpha
Present a

TASTE OF ITALY
a gourmet spaghetti Dinner

At the Lambda Chi Alpha house
in Greek Court at 6:00 p.m.
For rides or information call:
Dan
at
581-6880
or
581-6818
ΛΧΑ

ΛΧΑ
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Gus Bus should
hop off campus,
local bar circuit
Local bars and community organizations
have hopped off the Gus Bus and students
should prepare to do the same.
The Gus Bus, once used effectively as a
way for on-campus residents to travel to
local bars and back, has been given its last
call.
It
should
be
m
e
t
a
p
h
o
r
i
c
a
l
ly
Editorial
garaged.
In the past, one of the biggest Gus Bus
stops was Carman Hall, a mostly freshmen
residence hall with the majority of passengers
under 21.
As long as the bar-entry age remained at
19, bar owners did not seem to mind picking
up the Gus Bus’ tab. The service eliminated
potential drunk driving incidents as well as
providing the bars an advertising forum and
potential business.
But with the entry-age increase, bar owners rightfully think they have no obligation to
continue to fund the bus. Interest in and
funding for the bus has been steadily
decreasing since last year’s numerous bar
raids and entry-age controversy.
Why should owners foot the bill to taxi
underage students to their bars under the
constant threat of accidentally serving police
infor mants and the loss of business that
would result?
While the Gus Bus was a respectable public service provided by the bars during its
previous times of operation, it is no longer
cost effective.
If the university wants to work with the
bars to curb drunk driving, they should try
and make some in-house options. Bar owners
can sell discount non-alcoholic beverages to
designated drivers or encourage students
who are bellying-up for a full night of drinking to leave their keys behind the bar and call
a friend when they’re ready to head home.
The city’s drinking playing field has
changed, so have the bars’ responsibilities.
While the students now allowed into the bars
should certainly be mature enough to watch
out for own welfare, some in-house prevention efforts may help.
Even if it’s not the Gus Bus.

TODAY’S QUOTE
They key is to not think of death
as an end but...as a very effective
way of cutting down on your
expenses.
Woody Allen

Greek rush offers exercise in confusion
I looked out my window
week? And what exactly does
this past weekend and I saw
that mean, “We’ve upped our
something truly puzzling.
standards”?
“What the hell
There, in the balmy 147Were their standards
is a Sigma Nu
degree Saturday afternoon
unusually low in the past?
heat, I saw a large group of
if so, what does that say
cattle drive and And
people moving rapidly across
about the current inhabitants
how many difa parking lot. Taking a closer
of the Delta Tau Delta house?
look, I saw that they were
Moving on, we find a halfferent species
running.
page ad telling us to “Rush
are involved?”
Normally, a sight such as
Delta Sigma Phi – the letters
Sherry
this could be chalked up to
everyone remembers!!”
Sidwell
freshman who just don’t
It’s hard to say if everyone
know any better or exercise
really does remember their
fanatics who have killed so many brain cells sweating letters, but I do know that most us can’t help but
that they don’t know the difference anymore. But as
remember Greg McCoy, the Delta Sigma Phi pledge
I watched those people, huffing and heaving their
who was found passed out on railroad tracks last
way across the hot asphalt, I suddenly realized what
spring after spending a night in a welding supply
it was I was seeing.
store lime pit.
A good majority of those poor, moist souls were
McCoy, who suffered third-degree burns on 80
wearing greek letters. It was official. The 1994 greek
percent of his body from the caustic chemicals, is
rush had begun.
now suing the school and Delta Sigma Phi because,
Throughout the school year, we see members of
he says, members of the fraternity threw him into the
the greek community all over the place. We sit next
lime pit and left him there as part of a hazing ritual.
to them in classes, we may even sit next to them on
That’s certainly something to remember.
bar stools in the various watering holes about town.
The strangest ad by far, however, comes to us
They’re generally hard to miss, usually all dressed
from the Sigma Nu fraternity. A list of its rush week
in cute matching outfits and traveling in gaggles of a
activities includes, of all things, a “Sig Nu Cattle
half dozen or more.
Drive.”
But what do most of us really know about them or
I have only two questions. What the hell is a
their social habits? Yes, we all know the old stereoSigma Nu cattle drive and how many different
types made famous in such classic films as “Animal
species are involved?
House” and “Revenge of the Nerds, Parts I through
All attempts to find out what this activity entails
Pi,” and we all know those deliriously ditzy “Delta
have been unsuccessful – members of the fraternity
Delta Delta, Can I help ya, help ya, help ya” girls
are guarding the secret of the cattle drive as closely
from “Saturday Night Live.” But what else do we
as if it were the keys to Fort Knox.
really know?
So until someone can uncover the truth about the
Judging from the rush ads in The Daily Eastern
cattle drive going on in Greek Court, we’ll just have
News, not much.
to content ourselves by letting our imaginations run
Reading the numerous and varied rush ads that
amok with bizarre and twisted images of fraternity
have appeared in the News over the past week
members, cud, cattle and spurs.
brings to mind the segment on the now-defunct
Or for further amusement, drive by Greek Court
“Arsenio Hall Show” known as “Things that make
and watch its inhabitants walk about in circles on
you go hmmm ...”
their lawns, clapping and singing.
The first ad we come to proudly states, “Rush
Does Amnesty International know about any of
Delts – We’ve upped our standards!!”
this?
Wait a minute. Aren’t these the same guys that
had signs reading “Taste, class, pride” and “Rush
– Sherry Sidwell is the news editor and a columnaked” parked side-by-side on their front lawn last
nist for The Daily Eastern News.
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Students, faculty
can survive Eastern
one day at a time
Dear editor:
I survived my first week at
Eastern!
Amidst throngs of people,
long lines and lots of paper work,
I scrambled along with everyone
else on campus.
I searched for unknown buildings and uneasy-to-find offices
and asked directions to the
rooms where my classes were to
be held.
When I succumbed to fatigue,
weariness and exhaustion at the
end of the day, I fell into a deep
short-term sleep only to awaken
in alarm about tomorrow’s schedule, what I would wear and if I
would make any friends on campus.
I was on time to my classes. I
found all the offices that were

Your turn
elusively hidden in the recesses
of obscurity.
The instructors and students
have been friendly, encouraging
and have assured me that I do
have the potential to succeed
here.
My lack of confidence will
pass. New acquaintances will
become friends all in due time.
Just take a day at a time – I’ve
heard that adage over and over.
How true it is!
I can assure all you new students that Eastern is a great place
to get an education. You, too,
will succeed and eventually be in
your own comfort zone.
We’re all in this together. We
will live together, grow together
and immerse ourselves into this
warm, exciting, challenging university atmosphere. Just take a
day at a time! Welcome to

Eastern!
Gail Lockart
Education department

Letter policy
The Daily Eastern News
encourages letters to the editor
concerning any local, state,
national or international issue.
Letters should be less than 350
words.
For the letter to be printed,
the name of the author, in addition to the author’s address and
telephone number, must be
included.
If necessary, letters will be
edited according to length and
space at the discretion of the edit
page editor or editor in chief.
Anonymous letters will not be
printed.
If a letter has more than three
authors, only the names of the
first three will be printed.
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Edgar announces prison sites
PITTSFIELD (AP) – Gov.
Jim Edgar announced Monday plans to build two minimum-security prison camps
and a “boot camp’’ prison for
juvenile offenders.
Work camps with space for
200 prisoners will be built in
Pittsfield and Vandalia, while
the 100-bed boot camp will go
to Murphysboro.
Inmates at work camps
provide thousands of hours of
free labor – such as cutting
grass and picking up litter –
to Illinois communities. Boot
camp inmates also help with
such work.
“The work camps ... provide a cost-effective alternative to building more and
more prisons,’’ Edgar said in
a statement. “But, just as
importantly, they have provided a way in which those
inmates who require the
least security can help com-

“T

he work
camps ... provide a
cost-effective
alternative to
building more and
more prisons.”
— Gov. Jim Edgar
munities and earn their
keep.’’
Edgar will be in Charleston today. He will speak at
the Consolidated Communication Co. centennial celebration dinner at 8:30 p.m. at
Sarah Bush Lincoln Hospital.
The Pittsfield work camp
will cost $6 million to build
and create about 250 jobs for

local workers, Edgar said.
The camp will cost about $5
million a year to run, he said.
A 100-bed boot camp would
have a $4 million operating
budget and about 80 permanent jobs, officials say.
Boot camps would hold
offenders ages 13 to 17 who
have been convicted of nonviolent crimes. The state already has two boot camp
prisons for adults, where the
inmates are put through
heavy exercise regimens and
military-style discipline.
Legislation required that
sites for the camps come from
a list of finalists who were
not selected for the supermaximum security prison.
Carlinville was the only finalist not awarded a camp.
Edgar scheduled stops in
Pittsfield, Vandalia and Murphysboro today to announce
the plans.

Speaker
Committee members
express mixed reactions to motivate
By DAVE HOSICK
Student government editor

Two members of last
spring’s controversial Elections Committee had mixed reactions to recent talk
of abolishing their committee and replacing it with
students not affiliated with
Student Government.
Student Body President
Blake Wood said last week
he wants to form an elections commission of students not involved in Student Government.
Wood believes replacing
the Elections Committee
would eliminate any “conflict of interest during the
elections” by members.
The current committee,
comprised of appointed
Student Senate members,
is responsible for coordinating and overseeing the
fall and spring elections. In
the April election, the committee penalized members
of Wood’s Impact Party 40
percent of their vote totals
for violating campaign regulations, which overturned
four senate and two executive posts.
However, the Student
Government
Supreme
Court overturned the sanction and allowed the Impact members to be seated
on Student Government.
Harvey Pettry, last spring’s chairman of the
Elections Committee, said
he is unsure if Wood’s idea

is feasible.
“I think it is a wellintentioned plan,” Pettry
said. “In theory, (the new
commission) would work
well, but I am unsure if
you can find a student who
is unbiased and knowledgeable enough about the
senate to be effective.”
Former senate member
Lance Phillips believes
there is no reason to abolish the old Elections Committee and start a new
one.
“Right now, I don’t think
there is any conflict of
interest during the elections because members of
the committee are not running for an office,” said
Phillips, who also served
on the spring semester’s
Elections Committee.
Phillips said he disagrees with Wood’s idea
because it does not solve
any problems.
“By replacing the committee, they are trying to
make everything that happened last year the committee’s fault,” Phillips
said. “The reform needs to
be within the Student
Government Constitution
and how people can be
penalized.”
Phillips said he was also
concerned with the fact
that Student Government
bylaws have no penalties
for non-senate members
who violate the constitution.

Buffet every Tuesday & Thursday 5 to 9 p.m.

Jerry’s Pizza
& Pub
corner of 4th and Lincoln

All you can eat

•Pizza
•Spaghetti

$3.99 plus tax

•Salad bar
•Garlic bread

Children 10 & under eat for $2.00

345-2844

Circle K
By STEPHANIE CARROLL
Activities editor

A former University of
Illinois football player will
speak at Eastern’s Circle K
Club’s first meeting tonight,
kicking off its semester
theme of “Focus on the Future: The Children.”
Shawn Wax, a former U of
I football player who is now a
professional motivational
speaker, will speak at 7 p.m.
in the Effingham Room of the
Martin Luther King Jr. University Union.
Circle K president Adam
Turry said Wax will speak
about how important one person can be.
“Wax talks about motivation and how you, yourself,
can help others,” Turry said.
“He also talks about how you
can be a leader in your own
sense; how even the smallest
things can make a difference.”
Turry said Wax will probably begin speaking at 7:20
p.m., following regular meeting business. He said Circle K
chose Wax to speak at the
meeting because he is known
in this area as a former football player and would likely
interest students.
Circle K is the world’s largest, collegiate service organization with over 300 chapters
in the United States. Eastern’s chapter currently has 24
active members.
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O p e n 11 a . m . - 1 a . m .
Monday - Saturday
F o o d s e r v e d 11 a . m . - 6 p . m .

Wed. - 75¢ Keystone Lt. cans
Thurs. - All bottles $1
Fri. - $250 pitchers
DJ WED. NIGHT
FRIDAY LUNCH SPECIAL
Fr. Chicken, fry, & coke $3.25

S
n
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ΣΝ

RUSH

S
nakes
Snakes

SIGMA NU FRATERNITY

TONIGHT
“Snakes in
the City”

6:00 pm/Greek Court
For Rides & Info Call 581-6898

Χ

Σ

TONIGHT
ALL YOU CAN EAT
PAPA JOHN’S PIZZA

Where: Greek Court
Time: 6:00-9:00
Casual Dress

SIGMA CHI
You’ll Find It Here!

For info & rides call 581-6883 or 581-6846
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ΚΔΡ

RUSH
Blimpie’s Sub Night - ALL YOU CAN EAT!
PLACE - Kappa Delta Rho House
509 Lincoln (Across from Old Main)

TIME - 6-8 pm

Rides & Info 345-KDR4

Tuesday, August 30, 1994

Serbs reject peace plan
and it deepened prospects that
the 28-month-old Bosnian war
which has already left 200 000
dead or missing would spiral
out of control
The no vote also put the
onus of ending the Bosnian
war back on the international
community But all options
threatened to open a rift
between the United States
and Russia as well as between Washington and its
European allies
Russian Foreign Minister
Andrei Kozyrev shuttled to
Sara evo and the Croatian
capital of Zagreb on Monday a
day after conferring in Belgrade with Serbia President
Slobodan Milosevic
Milosevic the power-broker
in the Balkans is the man
most blamed for the violent
breakup of Yugoslavia

Kozyrev said Milosevic who
recently withdrew support for
the Bosnian Serbs and Bosnian President Ali a Izetbegovic remained committed
to the current peace proposal
and he urged the Bosnian
Serbs to rethink their position
Kozyrev said acceptance of the
plan would guarantee the
Bosnian Serbs international
recognition and secure borders
But he broke with the
West s position on easing economic sanctions on Serbia –
which requires that Milosevic
first allow international monitors on the Yugoslav-Bosnia
border
Milosevic who is desperate
to have the punishing economic sanctions lifted endorsed
the peace plan and closed the
border earlier this month

‘Faithless’ Cubans present
another problem for Castro
HAVANA (AP) – Fidel Castro may not be
overly troubled by the thousands of Cubans
fleeing this communist Caribbean island in
anything that floats But he should worry
about those who stay behind who have lost
faith in the system
In the capital state stores of every kind are
pilfered and their wares sold door-to-door at
night
In the countryside state rice fields at the
end of summer lie untilled Sugar planting is
months behind schedule meaning the vital
harvest of the nation s biggest cash crop almost
certainly won t begin in January
What farmers do grow and raise they with-

Panther s
TONIGHT!

$2.00
Jumbo Bottles

All Shirts $3.00
No Cover

EIU
DORM SPECIAL
FRIDGE RENTAL
$29.00 (t May 95)

CARPET PURCHASE

$49 95 (6 x9 - o s o co ors)

CALL FOR AUG 31
ALL-DORM DEL VERY
SCHEDULE

1-800-268-0966

Wmoney’s
hen your

running out,
and the rent
is coming due...
Sell your stuff
in The News’
Classifieds!

THEY WILL
WORK FOR
YOU!!

If you had
a wet, wild,
wacky, or
slightly
illegal story
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from your summer vacation,
The Verge wants to expose it
in an upcoming issue.
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The Bar Entry Age Is 21 . . .

Now What??
Find the Alternative

Delt
Social Night
For Rides or Information, Please call the Delt
Shelter at 348-8222 or visit us at 1707 S. 9th Street

DOMINO’S HOT CAMPUS DEALS

MEDIUM
PIZZA
WTH 1 TOPPNG

LARGE
PIZZA
W TH 1 TOPP NG

5 6

49
49 $ 49
$ 49
B eadst cks
$ 99
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Bacon Cheeseburger
w/fries $ 1 99
Double $2 49 Triple $2 99
Tonight: 25¢ B B Q

Featuring: Papa John’s Pizza
7pm - 9pm

hold from state stores which pay very little
They hold up live chickens pineapples and
strings of garlic for sale to passing motorists on
roads leading out of the capital Havana
For Yankee dollars not Cuban pesos
Castro who took power by coup in 1959 is
neither unaware nor happy about such developments
After noting sugar production plunged to 4
million tons this year from 7 million as recently as 1992 he asked rhetorically at the National Assembly on Aug 3 “Are we ourselves
going to destroy the Revolution? Or are we
going to create the conditions that make it possible to save it?

.

Tuesday at

DOM NO S
P ZZA

SARAJEVO Bosnia-Herzegovina (AP) – Bosnian Serbs
overwhelmingly re ected what
was billed as a last-chance
peace plan but the Russian
foreign minister on Monday
urged them to reconsider
The results of the Bosnian
Serb referendum were no surprise in Sara evo
“Of course they won t accept
the plan said 60-year-old
Ivica Mar anovic “They want
more war
Officials at Bosnian Serb
headquarters in Pale east of
Sara evo said about 90 percent of those voting in the
weekend referendum re ected
the plan crafted by the United
States Russia France Britain
and Germany Final results
were to be announced Wednesday
But the answer was clear
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Delta Chi
Fraternity

ΔΧ

Tonight at 6:00pm

Mexican Fiesta featuring Taco Bell
For rides and info call 581-6790 or 581-6723

- ,...

·SlmP,S.o n:case· tUrnS :J;il.efll
WS ·ANGELES (~) - A
racial. undercurrent m the

0.J. Sllllpaon case surfaced m
court Monday as defense
lawyers attacked ·the credibility of the detective who
found a bloody glove on
Simpson~& estate by claiming
he ls rae1st.
The officer's lawyer accused "desperate, snooping
defense attorneys" of characLer assassination.
'1'he live~ of two innocent
human beings have been
tragically taken in this matter. Now a third life is being
destroyed day by day," said
Oetective Mark Fuhrman's
H 'D
attorney, Robe rt · ourte1ot.
"What Mark is experiencing
is a result of having been
f a lsely accuse d o r being a
racist and a bad cop:
Allegations flew during the
heated hearing on what

p

•

toward African-Aineri~ans,
and more specifically Affense. He said attorneys rican-Americans who are
would discuss the issue of married to Caucasians that
disclosing the contents on becomes very relevant~ said
Wednesday.
Co<:hran.
'
Defense attorneys argued
Tourtelot lashed back,
they needed Fuhrman's re- accusing the defense of trycords to see if the white offi- ing to shift attention from
cer is a racist and a liar Silnpson and the murders by
whose credibility can be chal- destroying Fuhrman's name.
lenged when he testifies at
"The only people calling
trial against Simpson, who is Mark a racist are these attorblack.
aeys for the defense,n he said.
"This is an officer, accord- ''We're going to fight bb.it. By
ing to his own records, who the time of the trial in this
couldn't stand it anymore, case, the entire world will
who couldn't stand dealing know that Mark is not a
with those minorities," said racist."
defense lawyer Johnnie
Jury selection is set to
Cochran Jr.
begin Sept. 19 for Simpson's
He said the issue wa s trial on murder charges in
especially important because the June 12 slashing deaths
Nicole Simpson was white.
or Nicole Brown Simpson, 35,
"If in fact ... this officer and Rona ld Goldman, 25. He
harbor s racial animosity has pleaded innocent.
sealed envelope turned over

-~·Alfr~llT to the court earlier by the de1 ~
• 'ii
•

' '
•

:t""·

.,

·

AUOCIAT•o ,.,,. .-.

rights the defense has to police and military files on
Fuhrman. The detective says
he found a bloody glove outside Simpson) house the day
r
h k'll'
f s
1
a ter t e
rngs 0
impson's ex-wife and a friend .
The glove, Fuhrman said,
appeared to be the mate of
one found at the murder
scene..
Superior Court Judge
Lance 1 to said he would rule
on whether to make any Fuhrman records available after
reading written arguments.
Ito also revived the tantalizing subject or the mystery

Illinois schools face teacher strikes
By 'f:HE ASSOCIATED PRESS
The lazy, hazy days of s ummer will
stay that way - at least for now - for
11 ,000 students whose s ummer vacu·
lions have been extended by teacher
strikes in Urbana and Edwardsville.
Nearly 400 Urbana teachers secki ni;
salary and health 'n surance gnllls went
on strike Monday, canceling the first
day Of classes for more than 5,000 StU·
dents . The Edwardsville walkout
prompted the fourth uey of canceled
classes Tuesday for m o re than 6,000
sLUdents. Both strikes affected kinde r garten through high school.
Jan Hoelscher Jeske, president or the
Urbana Teachers Association, said the
teachers and school board bargained for

more than rive hours Sunday and
planned lo meet again Monday night.
Jc kc said sa lnries and health insurance were sticking po111ts m the contract
talks. along with teachers' conterns
about how the Urbana School D1strict
budgets its money
..They budget everyth ing under the
sun, and then Lhe last item they consider ' in figuring the budget is teachers'
pay," she said.
Jeske said she's not opt imistic about
the negotiations because the teachers
and school are so far a part
But Board President JQ.!'in D1mll said
he would not describe the negotiations
as deadlocked.
In Edwardsvillf>, negotiation s be ·

twee n teachers and sc hool officials
broke down Sunday.
A federal mediator will set up the
next n egotiating session, but hasn't
done so yet, said Superintendent Robert
Stuart.
"I didn't think this would la s t this
long We did expedited bargaining over
Memoria l Day weekend and thought we
had everyth ing wrapped up. But something ha ppened over the s ummer," he
sa id
John Davis. pres ident o r the Ed wardsvi lle Education Association, said
the teachers arc st riking over salary,
class s ize and reducL1ons 1n physical
educa tion dasses for brTade school stu dents .

Bu. Home
Express charter coaches
to Chicaao suburbs.
Advance reserved seatfna.
LY: Sept. 2 RT: Sept. 5
$39 Round Tr.p..
For info or resv. phone

I ·800·906·RIDE

Lunch SPECIALS
• Italian Beef with cup
of :>oup or salad
• Chicken & Noodles

real mashed potatoes
vegetable and roll
• Broccoli l nd cheese
omelette, muffin and
choice offruit or
salad
EYENING SPECIALS
AITER 5PM

• srAGHETil wrrn
MEAT SAUCE,
SALAD AND

GARUQ BRBAl»

(;t:JG\r ~-ff\KfAS Ts · ·

rvfr.; MORNING!
409 7th St.• 345-7427

invites you to

The Gatewe:ty to .B rotherhood
foofl - Live ·Jazz
"

:t;

Tuesday, .~itlgu~t 30, 6-9 p.m.
Pike Ha ·
Greek Court

se

..

. .. ... -.......

·.

MODELS NEEDED: Male or
Female Models for Life
Drawing classes. It Interested
call 581·3410 to apply.
-~~~~~~~912.
S363.60. Sell 72 runny college
T-shirts • profit $363.60. Risk·
free. Choose from 19 designs.
Free catalog. 1·800-7()()..6240.

TM Dady &1.#km Ntws
cannot be re11poo111ble ror
more than one day's lllCOr-

rect insertion. Report
errora immediately at 581·
2812. A corrected ad will
appear i.n the next edit.Joo.
All claa8i lied advol"tiaing
MUST meet the 2 p.m.
deadline to appear in the
next day's publ icauon. Any
ads processed AFTER 2
p.m. will be published 1n
the rollowing"doy's newapa·
per. Ads cannot be canc:eled
· AFTER the 2 p .m dead-

line.
Classified odi; mu1>t be
paid in advance Only
eccounta with esLabhshed
credit may be billed
All Adverti sing .-ubm1t
ted to The Darlv Eas tern
News is subject tO approval
and may be revised, reject·
ed. or canceled at o.ny tune.

TM Daily Erutlm Neu·s
a11sumes no hab1hty ir ror
any reason 1t becomes nece.;sary t.o omit an advertise·
menl

DIRECTQRI
8ERl' l('tl9
OPFER ED
TKA.l~L

TB.& nLn1/t!k'uoo1.At
H.ELP w · nTED
1'.A.,TED
.l.ooPTIO'

RmDt/RmE.JW
Roott.tt.t TEM
8£B.LFA¥01Mt
FOR RE''T

Foe 8.u.E
Lowr di Fon-n
.t...'~OC\'f'E'°1.'"T'9

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _caSl.30

I

TOKENS CHECK CASHING
SERVICE LIMITED ENROLL·
MENT, LIBERAL LIMITS. PAA·
ENTS
ANO
PAYROLL
CHECKS WELCOME. OPEN 7
DAYS FOR YOUR CONVE·
NIENCE.
._ _ _ _ _ _ _ ca81230

JIBtP 1f.l.'1B

•

I

....__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __._
Teacher Assistant lo work with
students with behavior disor·
ders Expenence or trai ning in
ed ucation or social services
preferred Mon<lay·Fnday 8.00·
3 30 plus evening hours
required Posrllons in Mattoon
and Kansas s1aning August 24
Send Resume or pick up apphca 1lo n al Treatment and
Leaming Center 122 N. 22nd
Mattoon. IL 61938. Phone
(217) 948·5751

--------~9/2

Accep1ing apphcallons for the
following depls dietary. achv1·
ues llnd hab. aide~ (CNA). HS
or GED req'd. FT & PT pos.
available Wtiy work for min.
when you can work for us?
Apply at 738 181h SI .. Chas.. IL
EOE

_ _ _ _ _ 1219

Available pos. tor experienced
cook Must be willing 10 work
and able to handle respon .
Food & San1tat1on Cert. per·
lerred, but not necessary FT or
PT Apply 738 18th St Chas .
IL EOE

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1219
Compan1on/S11ter for !Wins age

7 before and aher school Nonsmoker Great pay Nice kids
Must have car Rehabte 581 •
3698

_ _ __ __ _ _8131

Help wanted, bartenders, wall·
resaes, no experience neces·
sary good working conditions
good wages and benefits .
apply at Broadway Joe's,
Mattoon.

_--,,,..-..,.-,~--=-~- ~30

EARN GOOD MONEY. enjoy
nexlble hours. S6-S10 an hour.
Many 1ocen11ves and pnvileges.
SEU AVON PRODUCTS Call
me today for Avon Is the way 10
recerve a free gih. 345-2866

---------~5
SPRING
BREAK '95 sell tops,
earn cash & go free I S1uden1
Travel Services is now hiring
campus
representatives.
Lowest rates 10 Jamaica.
Cancun, Daytona and Panama
City Beach Call 1· 800· 648·
4849 .

-------~-8131

ParH1me help needed Day
shift and night shift positions
available 1mmed1ately. Apply In
person at Charleston Subway

-------~-8/30
BIKINI
BARTENDERS AND
DANCERS WANTED, MAKE UP
TO $100 00 PER NIGHT APPLY
AT PANTHERS TONIGHT 7:30 ·
8PM.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ai31')
Ch a rleston based softw are
development company seeks
parH1me
programers
Knowledge of C. Ctt and nel ·
works a plus• Call Aulabaugh
consulling at 345·6678
.913
Musicians Wanted guitarist &
Percussionist hard edge alter·
native & originals- Must be
senousty dedicatedlll Mike 58 1·

2989
8130

_ _ _ _ _ _ _912

ACROSS
Greatly
impressed
s Cha irman
e Poe1
Mandets1am
12 Charming
15 Viper
us Moore ot - A
Few Good Men·
11 Sagan s •
Brain·
40-Across·s
beloved 11
20 Shifty shoe?
22 African nation
since 1993
:uoanger
a.Reps
H Ctose. as
tnends
29 Musician ·s 1ob
t

Classified Ad Form
Name: - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - -

Address: - - -- - - - - - - - - -- - _ _ __ _ _ _ _ Student

Phone:
Oates lo

0

Yes 0 No

run _______________ _

Ad to read:

1•

$100/hr possible malllng our
drculals for Info call: (202)289-

9065.

Captive bred, month 1>ld com
snakes, $25.00 ; Albinos,
$45.00. Call 345·2159J atter

4:30.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _91'2
1987 Chevy Caprloe LS Auto,
Aii. all power crse $4800.00
345-3595.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/4
Wanted to buy: 35 mm camera.
prefer zoom lens. Call Dave al
348-8781 .

'67 Chevelle SS Clone 350 4
sp. duals buckets ets. 3500.00
Ed Amdt. 581-3520.
~~~~~~~~Q/30
1974 Mercury Monterey. 400
engine. Runs great. $500'080.
348·1432.

'68 PORSCHE. RUNS IN
GOOD SHAPE. $6100.00 OR
BEST OFFER. 34~595 OR
581·5901 .
~~~~~~~--'8/30
Toady HX 1000 oompulet wrth
monitor. printer and deskmate
software. $200. Tourister 10speed schwlnn blcycle. $25.
Call 348-8288.
If you need some quick cash
sell something In The Oany
Eastern News Classifieds. 581·
2812

2 males need third person to
share house. Private Bedroom
$180.00 per month. 1307 41h
S1.
_(708)8944569
_ __ _ __ _ _
9~

ROOMMATE WANTED: Own
room. only 2 miles from cam·
pus. $190 a month plus 1/3 ulll·
111es. Water and trash included.
Call
348-5362
345"7023.
_ _
_ _ _or_
_ __ 8131
WANTED: Roommale lo share
house wHh couple. Furn. or
unfum. S200.00 plus one-1h11d
utll
Deposu
required .
l=leferences requested. Call
348-5555.
_ _ _ _ _ __ _ _912
Female roommate needed for
spring semester. Own room.
S 190 a month plus one·thfrd
ut1llles.
Call
___
_345-4085.
__ _ _ _
9~

Poa:Bm"T
2 Bd room house . No pets.
Call (217) 932·4760

~-------~9/2

One bedroom apartment tor
one or two persons 5350.00 a
month. on 4th Street For 1nlor·
ma11on
call
___
_345-4602
_ _ _ _ _ 8131

Foa l.u.E
FOR SALE· Bauer ln-ine skates
1 year-old $75.00 Cal 345-2187.

~--------813()

31 Composer of

52 Bram tests. for

· socrate·
34 Nahonar park in
Maine
H Shem's lather
•Gettingon
• Indian writer
San the
Rama - 40 Theme of this
puzzle
42 End up ahead
43 Frank Baum's
1n111alln111at
44Angers
headgear
'8 cahlorrna·s
motto
41 Hebrew master
••Dutch airline
51 Spinners. e .g .

short
Essentials
M Common
speech
MBureau
ULocateot
40-Across
as Mourn
ee Prolific ·author"
11 - - pro nobis
u Plains Indians
• Items In a code
10 --Lu1hpr
11 Boss Tweed
lampooner

ALPHA PHI ALPHA Fral Inc. win host a Tootsie rolll&tter1ty Conl8Sl
For more inlonnatlon. or to algn up call Ross Mastin at 581 -31 91.
ALPHA PHI ALPHA 18 haWlQ sign-ups
luck Ins For mot8 lnfonnnon
call Bryan Cannon at 34&-7995
FAITH BUILDERS FEUOWSHfP will have a rMeUng al 7 p.rn. tonight
on the third ftoor d !tie Martin Luther King Jr UrWerslly Union followed'
by bowling.
CIRCLE K INTERNATIONAL Wlft hold a meetJng from 7 IO 8 p.m. tonight
in the Elfingham room in the Manin Luther King Jr University Union
NATIONAL RESIDENCE HAU Honorary will have Its weelOy meelmg at
6 p.m tonight In lhe Charleston/Mattoon room in the Mal1ln Luther King
Jr. Urwerslty Union.
DELTA SIGMA THETA wtll be sponsoring Delta week ·A Cnmson &
Cream Ex1ravaganza" lrom Sept 6 to 10
THE PSYCHOLOGY CLUB will meet at 6 p.m. tonight In room 110 of !tie
Phys!Cal Science Building.
SIGMA IOTA LAMBDA Pre-Law soelety wtU meet al 2:30 Tuesday and
4'00 Wednesday In Coleman Hall room 309.
AMERICAN MARKETING ASSOCIATION will have Its hrst speaker
meeting at 7 p.m Wednesday in Coleman Hal Auditorium rrn. 120.
MINORITY TEACHER EDUCATION Association WIP have an executiVe
board meeting al 5 p.m tonight In Dr Bank's oflice.
KAPPA DELTA PI will have an execuliVe board meeting at 8:30 p.m.
tonight outside the Grand Ballroom in the Martjn Luther King Jr

'°'

Universrty Union.

HABITAT FOR HUMANITY Campus chapter Witt meet al 7 p.m. Tuesday
the Newman Chapel.
PSI CHI ANNOUNCES ln1liabon packels are avatlable beginning today 1n
room 109 1n lhe Science Sutlding

in

PLEASE NOT& Campus Chps are run free of charge ONE DAY ONLY tor
any DOfl:pro!1L CMlQY5 Qf9AO•za!lo011I event All Clips should be 81.Jbmrtted to
The 0111/y Easrem Nows othco by noon ONE BUSINESS DAY BEFORE
CATE OF EVENT' Eumple an event scheduled tor Thursday should be
submrlled u a C.mpus Chp oy NOON ~- (Thursday la deadline
for Fnday, Saturday 01 Sun<lay evenll .) CliQS ~AFTER OEADUNE
Will NOT oe publtsned No Cl:ps Wld oe l8k8n oy phone Any Clp mat IS
dleg•ble or contains conlhctong 1nlorrnat10n Will NOT BE RUN Clips may be
edited tor avllllable space

54

DOWN
1 Ltturglcal robes
2 Eroded
:1 Bacchanalian

cry

Under ClassdlcallOn of - --

----------

Expiration code {Olflcl UM only) - - - - -- - - -PellOn ecoeplJng ed _ _ _ _ _ _Compotltor _ _ _ __

no words/days
Payment:

D Cash

Amount due·S - - - - ;.) Check

Cl Credit

Check number _ _ _ __ _

20 cents per word first day ad runs 14 centa per word each consec·
utlve day lhereaner Students with valld ID 15 cents per word first
day 10 cents per word each consecutive day 15 word minimum.
Student ads must be paid In advance
DEAOUNE 2 P.M. PREVIOUS DAY.fK> EXCEPTlONS
The News resetvet !tie right 10 edit or refuse ads
comldered llb9!ous or In bad taste

4Crab, e .g .
ISmaJI rug
• Lale tenrns
great
7 It may be serla
orbuffa
• Single-nameo
folxsrnger
t40·Across
landmark
10 Hungary'• Nagy
t1 Galileo's home
u 40-Across' s
eastern border
" 8elglan river
te Feature of
40-Across.
according to
Sandburg

...."""

~"'QI
21 Get-up
.,. 1860 nominee
in 40-Across
n Less cluttered
27 Florida city
191976Nobel
Prize winner
from 40-Across
30 Indian distriC1
n · - tke"(~'s

slogan)

•

at Millay and
Ferber

• Cry of discovery

31 Ripen
~·
•1 l(Jnd
•Type o f roulette
... sets sail
50Avg.
UPubperch
H Tlierefore
M Perfume holder

PHumerus

nelghbor

A Mary
Robinson's land
eo Nintendo rival
11 Impending times
u "Give It a - - •
MWaitlng
instrument
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Baker
♣ From Page 12
people.”
Baker received his bachelor’s degree
in 1972 and his master’s the following
year, but his acceptance to Eastern
wasn’t his introduction to the
Charleston area.
“I used to ride my tricycle down
Lincoln. I used to trick-or-treat at
(Charles) Lantz’ house (after whom the
physical education building is named),”
said Baker.
Baker attended Charleston High
School where he earned all-conference
honors in football, basketball and baseball. At Eastern, he played shortstop for
the Panthers and he quarterbacked the
Delta Sigma Phi’s intramural squad to

a championship. He also worked at
Walt’s (which is now Marty’s) and
served as a graduate assistant. He was
the student teacher of the year in 1972.
Following Eastern, he began teaching health education and physical education at Lincoln-way High School and
Charleston Junior High.
Baker credits J.W. Sanders, Bob
Sonderman and Don Schafer for helping him along in his officiating career.
All three are former Eastern employees, except Sanders, who is still here.
Most NFL referees start at the high
school level but Baker said “he was on
the fast track.”
He officiated Division III college football for four years then moved on to the
Big Ten.

According to Baker, only .5 percent of
all NFL applicants for officiating jobs
get hired.
“It’s hard to get in and it’s hard to
stay,” said Baker
Baker was hired and works as a back
judge – the official who calls the pass
interference penalties and touchdowns.
Baker said, “I get to meet a lot of
interesting people – from Michael
Jordan to Michael Ditka.”
Jordan attended a Monday Night
Football game that Baker was officiating and, of course, Ditka and him have
been on the same battlefield.
“I enjoyed Ditka,” said Baker. “He
was excellent to work for. You always
knew where you stood with him.”
Being from the Midwest, Baker grew

up as a Bears fan.
When asked whether he is still a
Bears fan, he replied, “I will be for
three weeks, until we have to do that
game.”
Baker’s season begins on the first
Monday Night Football game of the season pitting the San Francisco 49’ers
against the Los Angeles Raiders. Baker
will be in familiar company.
A former fraternity brother of his,
Mike Shanahan, the 49’ers offensive
coordinator will be there. Jeff Gossett,
the Raiders’ punter and another
Eastern alum, will be there, too.
Fans looking for Baker during the
game should turn their sets to their
local ABC station. He will be wearing
“BJ 91.”

Football
♦ From Page 12
about them,” Spoo said.
• An academic glitch could
keep a pair of Eastern freshmen sidelined for the Panthers’
Thursday night opener.
Spoo said rookies Williams
and Ibrahim Bawa are currently ineligible to play because of a
new NCAA certification rule
concerning initial eligibility.
“No longer do the schools certify whether a player is eligible,
but the NCAA clearing house

does,” Spoo said. “Everything is
funneled through this clearing
house, and there’s glitches in it
because this is the first year it’s
in effect. Until you’re certified,
you can’t be eligible.”
Spoo said that both Bawa
and Williams are eligible as far
as university standards and
national test scores, such as the
ACT. But the NCAA still hasn’t
certified them, leaving the two
freshmen hanging in limbo.
“They’ve got everything.
They’ve just got to be certified,”

Spoo said. “Maybe the high
school messed up and didn’t
send a final test score. We’re
hoping that a fax will get it
done, certainly by Thursday.”
Bawa is expected to line up
for the Panthers on special
teams and see some time in the
backfield this season. Williams
is a backup wide receiver.
• Many professional and college teams raise ticket prices
quite often, sometimes every
year. This is no secret.
Eastern’s response? It’s low-

ering it’s football ticket prices
this fall.
This year’s single-game football tickets are $7 each, $2 less
than last year’s price.
Reserved season tickets are
$32 each, the same price as last
year, but the Panthers have six
home games scheduled this
season instead of only four in
1993.
• Useless stat of the week:
The Jeff Sagarin computer ratings have listed Eastern’s projected record this season at

4.73-6.27.
The Panthers’ schedule
strength ranks 143 among 224
schools in Sagarin’s list, which
bunches both Division I-A and
I-AA together.
Question: What exactly is .73
of a win, and how would a team
go about getting it?
• The opener will be broadcast live on WEIU-TV beginning at 6:15 p.m. and on
WEIU-FM radio (88.9).
– Compiled by Randy Liss
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LOST AND FOUND

ANNOUNCEMENTS

ANNOUNCEMENTS

ANNOUNCEMENTS

ANNOUNCEMENTS

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Found: 2 keys in room 102
Lumpkin. August 21, 1994. Identify
to claim at The Daily Eastern
News Office.
_________________________ha
found: Navy blue duffle bag with
leather bottom. Was found in coleman Hall 316I. Call to claim at
581-3012.
________________________9/1
Found a pair of ear plugs in a little
red box. Claim at 127 BB.
________________________9/1
LOST: Beloved gray and white
tabby cat. Answers to EMMY.
Reward if found, call 581-5956,
ask for Karen or 345-5126 (after 5
p.m.)
________________________9/1

ATTENTION RECOGNIZED
STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS:
Homecoming participation
packets are now available in
room 201 University Union
between 8 a.m. and 4:30 p.m.
HOmecoming 1994: “A Stroll
down Memory Lane” is October
1-8.
_____________________8/30
For those active in volunteerism and scouting... APO is
the service frat for you! Rush is
Wed. and Thurs at 8 Check
ads for details or call 5704.
_____________________8/30
Phi Delta Theta– good luck
with Rush!! I know you guys
will be great! Have a great
week! Love ya, Kolibab.
______________________9/2
The men of Sigma Chi would
like to wish all the sororities the
best of luck with Rush.
_____________________8/30

LSAT Prep-Course Sept. 126th. For more information call:
Eric- 581-6543 Courtney- 3481685 Julie- 581-8102 Bob345-2076 Dr. Leigh- 581-6220.
_____________________8/31
Capones now available for private functions, D.J. Dance
floor, pool tables, games. 3480288.
_____________________8/31
HOMECOMING PACKETS
AVAILABLE NOW! All recognized Student Organizations
who plan to participate in
Homecoming must pick up
packet in room 201 University
Union between 8 a.m. and 4:30
p.m. Homecoming 1994: “A
Stroll Down Memory Lane” is
October 1-8.
_____________________8/30
Welcome back ladies. We hope
you all had a great summer! Sigma Chi.
______________________9/2

Girls, get ready! the men of
Sigma Chi are preparing to
entertain you with the best
Derby Days we’ve ever hadj! It
all kicks off Sept. 11th.
______________________9/2

The Ladies of Phi Beta Chi would
like to welcome back all Eastern
students.
______________________8/30
L.A.S.O. Meeting tonight!! 7:00
Paris room in Union.
______________________8/30
Give it a try. Rush Lamda Chi.
120 greek Court. 6 to 9 p.m.
______________________8/30
ASA PXS & PHC: Keep smiling!!
You girls are doing a great job.
We miss you!! Love your sisters!!!
______________________8/30

Latin American student organization first meeting tonight at 7:00
Paris room of the Union
_______________________8/30
LSAR Prep-Course Sept. 1-26th.
For more information call: Eric581-6543 Courtney- 348-1685
Julie- 581-8102 bob- 345-2076
Dr. Leigh- 581-6220.
_____________________8/31
Congratulations Jen Mickelson of
ASA on getting lavaliered to Matt
Nelson of KDR. Your sisters are
very happy for you.
_______________________8/30

ANNOUNCEMENTS
FREE kittens–loveable and friendly. Call 348-7793 after 12:30.
________________________9/2

Purchase your Amtrak tickets
at Charleston travel Bureau
across from Wendy’s, 301 W.
Lincoln. 345-7731.
_____________________8/31
PIKES– Welcome back. Good
luck with Rush! I know that it
will be a successful one! Love,
Erin!
_____________________8/30
L.A.S.O. meeting tonight!! 7:00
Paris room in Union.
_____________________8/30
To the men of Delta Chi:
Welcome back, I missed you! I
wish you the best of luck for a
successful rush, and a great
semester! Love, Kelly.
_____________________8/30

DON’T PASS BY
THIS DEAL!

IT'S THE 10 WORDS
FOR $1 DEAL!
The News will run your 10 word
FOR SALE ad for $1* per day

*The 10 words for $1 is available to any non-commercial individual who wishes to sell an item or items priced lower than
$300 (max. of 3 items). NO CHANGES OR REFUNDS. All
items must be priced. ALL ADS MUST BE PRE-PAID.

Name: _______________________________________
Address: _________________Phone: ______________
Dates to run _______________________

Message: (one word per line)
______

______

______

______ ______

______

______

______

______ ______

Person accepting ad _______________________________________
Expiration code (office use only) ___________Compositor__________
No. words/days___________________Amount due:$ _____________
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Jones
† From Page 12
Carolina at Chapel Hill in 1984, Jones earned
her master’s from Virginia Commonwealth in
1987.
Jones has been working for the Duke
University Temporary Service since leaving
North Carolina A & T a year ago. But she says
she is now ready to return to the realm of athletics.
“I’ve always worked in athletics from the time
I was an undergrad,” said Jones.
The Greensboro, N.C., native said she was
interested in the position at Eastern because it
basically was what she was looking for.
“Looking at the job description, it combines
marketing, promotions and fund raising,” said
Jones.
But there was another factor that lured Jones
into visiting Charleston.
“I remember Dr. McBee from when I worked
at the NCAA,” said Jones. “Robert Morris
(where McBee was athletic director) used to
place a lot of advertising with us.
“When I found out that he was here, it
heightened my interest because I knew of him
and his background.”
Jones also had a respect for McBee when he
was still with the program at Robert Morris.
“He was one of the athletic directors that did
things not only with integrity, but within the
rules and regulations of the NCAA,” said Jones.
The Eastern marketing department has
brought in between $200,000-230,000 through

Δ
Σ
Φ

fund-raising during the last year. If awarded the
position, Jones said she would like to see that
amount raised to $300,000.
Jones said she talked to Ron Paap (associate
athletic director), John Craft (interim associate
athletic director), Steve Falk (vice president for
institutional advancement), Jorns and McBee
about how to increase that total amount.
“They’re not just interested in marketing, but
they are concerned in getting more corporate
sponsors into fund-raising,” said Jones.
Even though many more corporations and
businesses are located in the Chicago area than
near Charleston, Jones said the department
would not want to limit itself to targeting
monies from the Windy City alone.
“Although there are a lot of opportunities in
the Chicago area, I think you have to look at the
entire state as a potential resource,” said Jones.
“The state of Illinois has a lot of companies
and a lot of corporations that are involved in the
manufacture and production of athletic goods
and equipment.
“I believe those companies are a definite target for our program.”
The assistant athletic director position
became available earlier this month when Paul
Lueken resigned to take the athletic director’s
job at Slippery Rock University.
The other finalist for the assistant athletic
director position, Steve Rich, will be on campus
today. The public is invited to open interviews
from 2-3 p.m. and from 5:30-6:30 p.m. in the
Club Room on the main lobby of Lantz Gym.

The Daily Eastern News

ΣΠ Rush
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LaBamba Night: Join us at the
Sigma Pi house for all you can
eat burritos from LaBamba.
Serving starts at 6 p.m.

For rides or information call:
345-9523 or 348-5413

Rush Delta Sigma Phi
The letters everyone remembers!!

ΔΣΦ

Δ
Σ
Φ
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Players, owners to meet with mediators Wednesday
NEW YORK (AP) – With 10 percent
of the season canceled because of the
strike federal mediators said they will
meet separately Wednesday with baseball players and owners
Union head Donald Fehr and management Richard Ravitch didn t have
any new ideas Monday Both said the
positions of their sides hadn t changed

and Ravitch choosing his words carefully hinted strongly that owners are
prepared to sacrifice the World Series
in order to gain the salary cap they
want
“I think the owners want to do everything humanly possible to save the
postseason Ravitch said during a telephone conference call with reporters

“But they also want to save baseball for
the future and that is a very very high
priority No new bargaining sessions
are scheduled The strike which began
Aug 12 canceled nine more games
Monday raising the total to 232
“So far as I know there isn t anything
going on Fehr said
“They know we re willing to get

together if there s a purpose
Fehr convinced that owners have a
preset timetable said the union considered having players return to the field
for the remainder of the regular season
collect the rest of their salaries and
then strike the postseason
Players are paid their entire salaries
by the time the regular season ends

Charleston said the work is coming
along fine and expects his company s
part of the ob to be done by Sept 20
“It s on schedule now ” Cole said
“The track should be done by the end
of the fall ”
According to Cole they are going to
put an average of 2 1 2 inches of new
asphalt on the track Then after the
asphalt is cured the Martin
Surfacing Corporation will apply the
rubber coating and the striping
Cole and his company have also
been at work resurfacing the long
ump and triple ump runways and

also repairing the pits The area
directly in front of the home stands is
also receiving a new drainage system
In addition to repairing the pits
and runways a new long and triple
ump pit is being built on the east
side of the field next to the pole vault
pit
Women s cross country and track
coach John McInerney said the track
will be pitched so that rain water can
run off easily
“There are certain regulations as
far as degrees you can have on the
slope and we re going to increase

ours kind of to the max that the
NCAA will allow ust to help the
drainage ” McInerney said “If you
look at it you won t notice any big
bank It s ust a couple of degrees ”
McInerney said although he is disappointed the work was not done on
time his squad will be able to use
alternate practice locations
“We re going to have to use the
indoor track and the grass and that
sort of thing but that s okay ”
McInerney said “We re ust glad to
see them out there They re working
really hard ”

O’Brien
• From Page 12
opener with Murray State at 6 30
pm
Head coach Bob Spoo was forced to
hold Friday s night scrimmage under
the lights at Charleston High School
in order to simulate an evening game
“We ust haven t been able to get
out (on O Brien) to work under the
lights or practice which we probably
would have done our last scrimmage ”
Spoo said
Jerry Cole who is part owner and
manager of Ne-Co Asphalt in

$3.00 ALL SHOWS BEFORE 6 PM

FREE ~ FREE ~ FREE

Mov e Ho ne 258 8228

TUESDAY SPECIAL

HORS D’OEUVRES
M Th 5 p m C ose

The L

Char es on On y

•LARGE SOFT DRINK

LARGE
1 TOPPING

Wagons Eas PG 13

Tuesday
Draft Night

W/E U D

e Rasca s PG

Fo es Gump PG 13

PIZZA

n he A my Now PG

$1 Bottles
00

The Mask PG 13

ONLY

$4

.99

$1 75

Doors Open
At 8:00

• ALL YOU CAN EAT
CHILI MAC
$3 99 Tues Nights
• Authentic American
& Mexican Cuisine

345 9222
C ea and P esen Dange PG 13
7 00 9 45
Ange s n he Ou e d PG
7 30 9 30

348-5454

NOW OPEN FOR LUNCH!

• Full Bar & Frozen Drinks

•Zima Now Available
East Side of Square
For Carry Out Call
345-2223 Charleston

Tuesday :
Steak Dinner
ASA House
6:30 - 9pm
Wednesday:
Cookout
Morton Park
5 - 8pm

T
H
E
S
T
A
N
D
A
R
D
F
O
R

Φ
Δ
Θ
RUSH
For rides & info
Marty - 345-4215
or
Matt - 581-2433
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CARTOONISTS

NEEDED

TUESDAY

SPECIAL!
3-PIECE
DINNER

To draw editorial cartoons for the

opinion page of the Daily Eastern News.
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
For More Info Call 581-2812
and ask for Chris Soprych
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COOKOUT & VOLLEYBALL
with

Delta Sigma Phi
We’ll FIRE up
the GRILL
at 6:00 p.m.
1001 Greek Court
For Rides and
Information
call 581-6893
or
581 6562

RUSH ΔΣΦ

THE LETTERS EVERYONE
REMEMBERS

2

$

40

3 pieces of golden brown fried chicken,
mashed potatoes & gravy, creamy cole slaw
and 2 fresh hot biscuits

2-PIECE $
LUNCH

2

05

Try our delicious
• Bar-B-Que Ribs
• Livers & Gizzards
• Fish Sandwiches
• Fish Dinner

JOIN US 7 DAYS A WEEK FOR

BREAKFAST

2-pc. chicken, mashed
potatoes & gravy,
slaw & 1 biscuit

NEW ITEM
Barbecue
Pork Ribs

Complete Menu 5-11 a.m.

Ask about our
CATERING • 345-6424
Gift Certificates

Russ &
Lynda's

Served
Daily!

1305 Lincoln
Avenue
Charleston,

Illinois
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McBee offers baseball job to Schmitz
By ROBERT MANKER
Sports editor

The Eastern baseball coaching job
has been offered to former University
of Mississippi assistant baseball coach
Jim Schmitz, athletic director Bob
McBee said Monday.
McBee did not say whether he
offered the job to Schmitz before or
after the second finalist for the position, long-time Iowa State assistant
Lyle Smith, took his name out of consideration.
“We’ve made an offer, and we’re
waiting to here back on that offer,”
McBee said. “I should know something
later (Monday) afternoon.”
McBee could not be reached for com-

ment late Monday night, but Schmitz
indicated an announcement could be
imminent.
“I talked to Bob (Sunday), but a
decision has not yet been made,”
Schmitz said Monday night. “Everything should get finalized here very
shortly.”
Schmitz and Smith both visited
Charleston for interviews last week,
but Schmitz was left as the only
remaining finalist when Smith withdrew from consideration late last
week.
Smith cited family concerns as his
primary reason for not making the
move to Charleston.
Schmitz recently resigned his assistant coaching position at Ole Miss,

where he worked
under former Major League AllStar shortstop
Don Kessinger.
Prior to his four
years at Ole Miss,
Schmitz was the
head coach at Cincinnati, where he
compiled a fourEASTERN year record of 103and at WilmATHLETICS 101,
ington (Ohio) College, where he tallied a three-year
mark of 61-62.
Many people, including McBee,
have wondered out loud why Schmitz
would quit a position at Ole Miss with-

Days of
change

out having another job already lined
up.
But Schmitz said he resigned simply because he wanted to be a head
coach again and wanted to be able to
search full-time for such a position.
During his visit to Eastern, Schmitz
said he had “several things going” in
that job search, but McBee said he
knew of no other head coaching jobs
that were available.
The Eastern job became available
last month when Dan Callahan, the
Panthers’ coach since 1989, resigned
to take the same position at Southern
Illinois at Carbondale.
McBee has said he hopes to have a
new coach hired in time for the scheduled Sept. 7 start of the fall season.

O’Brien track project running far behind
By PAUL DEMPSEY
Staff writer

DEE ANN VILLECCO/Photo editor

Joann Jones, a physical plant grounds department worker, paints the sidelines at the O’Brien Stadium
Football Field while Steve Dailey and Jim Pearcy work alongside. The crew is making final preparations for
the football opener at 6:30 p.m. Thursday against Murray State.

Eastern teacher makes the calls
By JOHN BATES
Staff writer

By weekend he’s an officiator
of NFL football games; by weekday he’s – at Eastern?
Yes, NFL official and Eastern
alum Ken Baker, 44, returned to
Eastern this fall to teach Fitness
for Life and two swimming classes for the physical education

department.
Baker returned to teaching
last year at Lake Land
Community College in Mattoon
after being an optician for 17
years in Charleston. With help
from Dr. Phoebe Church, the
Physical Education Department
chair, he returned under favorable circumstances.
His office hours allow him to

attend NFL summer camps and
officiate on the weekends, whereas his work schedule was in constant conflict while he was an
optician. He also said that teaching is his “first love”.
“I enjoy being around young
people,” said Baker. “My father is
66-years-old, and he’s stayed
young by staying around young
♣ See BAKER Page 9

Backup receivers could be tested early
A lot has been made of the fact that Eastern has
to have offensive weapons other than junior tailback Willie High in order to be successful.
New quarterback Pete Mauch was selected last
week to run the offense, and has done so both technically and competitively in pre-season practices.
But the question is whether Mauch will have
enough receivers to throw to.
As the Panthers prepare for their season opener
with Murray State Thursday night at O’Brien
Field, it is not difficult to notice that after starting
wideouts Greg Jensik and Jason Calabrese,
Eastern has nothing but freshmen lined up in case
of an injury on the outside.

“They’re good kids, but they’ve
never played a down at this level
of football before,” said coach Bob
Spoo. “It remains to be seen just
how effective they’re going to be.”
Levi Williams and Anton
Manuel are slated to back up
Jensik and Calabrese, and Spoo
Football
hopes that both learn some
notebook
things about the college game
beginning Thursday.
“Four games from now, hopefully they’ll have
four games of experience, and I’ll feel a little better
♦ See FOOTBALL Page 9

Resurfacing the track at O’Brien Field
seemed like such an easy project.
Original plans were to start work after the
IHSA state track meet in May and work
through the summer so that the project could
be completed by the time the football season
started.
But the university was not that lucky.
The plan was to tear up the track, which
had sustained water damage over the years,
and replace it with a new track with a higher
pitch so that water would run off easily.
Also, the triple and long jump pits and runways were to be redone.
The Balsam Company, which was originally
hired to do the job and started work in late
May, filed for bankruptcy over the summer,
leaving work at a standstill.
Just last week, work continued at the track
where Ne-Co Asphalt and the Martin
Manufacturing Corporation have taken over
the job.
But with almost two months of idle time
wasted over the summer, the track will not be
done until late October or early November.
That means the Eastern track teams will
not be able to use the O’Brien track for preseason warmups.
But more importantly, the football team,
which has six home games this season, will
not get to practice on its home field until
tomorrow, a day before Thursday’s season
• See O’BRIEN Page 11

Assistant A.D. finalist:
I want to be a sports
administrator again
By DAN FIELDS
Staff writer

Days of
change

Marlynn Jones has wanted to return to intercollegiate athletics since leaving
North Carolina A & T last
year.
Jones, one of two finalists
for assistant athletic director at Eastern, communicated that desire Monday while
in Charleston for an on-camEASTERN
pus interview.
ATHLETICS
Jones had been the assistant athletic director at North Carolina A & T.
During the visit, she met various individuals
associated with Eastern athletics, including the
search committee, Athletic Director Bob McBee
and Eastern President David Jorns.
After graduating from the University of North
† See JONES Page 10

